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About This Game

FEATURES:

 No intro. No title. No bullshit. From the very beginning of the game, explore the entire world in any direction you choose.
Even the final boss can be challenged from the very beginning of the game. This is a truly open world experience. Rather than
force you through long introductions, expository dialogue, and pointless cutscenes, Nother puts YOUR story first. Who knows

where you'll end up? The path you take in Nother hasn't been written until you play it yourself.

 Over 100 secrets packed into the game's world. The most unique and interesting loot will also be the rarest to find. In
Nother, you forge your own story through the discoveries you make in the world. To become stronger, will you defeat a

powerful foe or solve the mysteries of the dangerous ruins?

 Brutally difficult but fair combat. Nother's AI may have varying attack patterns, habits, flaws, and perfections, but there is
one thing they all have in common: they will kill you many, many times. Prepare your behind.

 The combat in Nother is deceptively deep. With secrets hidden between other secrets, the attacks you'll be able to perform
will differ from other players not because of what abilities you gained or purchased, but simply because you discovered them
yourself. Like the open world, you can use the most devastating combat techniques immediately from the beginning- if you

know how, that is.

 The beautiful soundtrack featured in Nother is hand-written for the game. Between the open silence of a forest and the
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horrific bass of an approaching boss, this game's music received top priority and will twist your emotions in every direction.

 Everything in Nother was developed entirely by one person. This is my second hard core RPG on Steam, and you can bet it's
going to be an adventure you'll remember.
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pleasant suprise if a little short. I'm utterly crap at this game, but it's really fair. I'm just really
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. But this is an amazing game.. I bought this thinking it would be a fun game because
of the positive reviews...Wow was I wrong. This game made me feel like I was actually having a stroke...at one point i'm pretty
sure I smelled burning toast. the movent is extremely shakey and i had to turn my mouse sensitivity almost all the way down just
to be able to move. I moved my mouse a fraction of an inch and I end up turning around completely. The game could be scary if
you werent so busy getting angry at it.. This game is terrible.. Fantasy Realm is a great start to a sandbox like JRPG. There are a
ton of great elements that are pulled from the genres and will provide the player with a an expansive experience even though it
set in the classic JRPG setting. For the price, and if the game creator continues to refine the game, it's and easy buy and I would
highly recommend!

. Did not get the game working. Kept crashing again and again at the same situation ( Windows8 64bit ). Contacted the support
but they did not help. Frustrating..... awesome experience, girls are really nice. I got this in an adventure game bundle and
thought that some Egyptian mythology might be interesting for a change. But no. It's just so boring. Maybe it would pick up the
pace later, but I lost interest after trudging through so many empty rooms.

I also dislike the 2D-wannabe-3D graphics. I acknowledge that the game is 10 years old now, but it looks too sterile for a point-
and-click game and the 3D movement animation is not a redeeming factor for me. The old hand-drawn backgrounds of Sierra
and Lucasarts just convey so much more.. For some strange reason this game and all associated content with it is terrible now,
hmmm strange.. did not include bald head worst deal ever
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I could easily list ten-million extra features I wish this game had, and/or I could moan about how much I hate Uplay, but... you
DO get to feel quite a lot like a Starfleet bridge officer, which makes it hard for me to describe this game as anything other than
the best thing ever.. great game!!!. Old school detective mystery with retro graphics that brought a lot of nostalgia. Dialogue is
fun, voice acting is really good, they emphasize their words not just read them from a script like robots. Thoroughly enjoying it
so far, well worth the asking price, casual enough that you can take your time. I did appreciate the autosave though after I blew
up some guys boiler,...oops, my bad.

Finally finished it, 29 hours and only managed 19 achievements, what a marvellous little gem of a game, absolutely worth the
price. i messed up one case (The dead body outside the Raven bar) so I'll have to work out how I screwed that one up.. Sad
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing excuse for a DLC. Not going to pre-order another DB game ever again. Such
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t.. really bad framerates, nearly unplayable
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